In this paper we examine the inverse limits generated by inverse sequences on [0, 1] with unimodal bonding maps chosen from a two-parameter family of piecewise linear continuous functions. We demonstrate techniques for analyzing the continua generated by these sequences and use these techniques to generate sufficient conditions for these sequences to give rise to indecomposable inverse limits. Interest in these inverse limit spaces arises from the fact that subcontinua of inverse limits using a single tent map as the bonding map are homeomorphic to such inverse limits.
Introduction
In a sequence of papers [3, 5, 6] The graph of g b,c is in the unit square and is the union of two straight line segments, the first connecting the points (0, b) and (c, 1) and the second connecting the points (c, 1) and (1, 0) . In these papers, Ingram explored the connection between the parameter values of these g b,c maps and the presence of indecomposability in their inverse limit. He gave necessary and sufficient conditions on the pair (b, c) such that the inverse limit generated by g b,c is indecomposable, or contains an indecomposable subcontinuum.
The family of functions, G, contains some families which are quite important in their own right, for instance the cores of the tent maps and the cores of the family F , see [6] . One important map contained in this family is the full tent map,
It is quite well known that the inverse limit using this as the bonding map is a Brouwer-Janiszewski-Knaster continuum (B-J-K continuum), and by theorems found in [2] In this paper we consider inverse limits of sequences of functions from the family G. Much is known about the dynamics and inverse limit spaces that these functions induce when used as a single bonding map, but virtually nothing is known when one considers a sequence of these functions. The few things that are known about inverse limits on these sequences of maps are true for large classes of functions and are quite general in nature [4] .
The author's interest in this more general setting came from the realization that the smallscale dynamics and the subcontinua of inverse limits of the tent map, when the orbit of the critical point is sufficiently complicated, can be described using sequences of g b,c maps. By looking at the behavior of certain iterates of these complicated tent maps on particular subintervals of [0, 1], one sees that these subintervals are mapped among themselves and that the appropriate iterate of the tent map, when restricted to these subintervals, is a g b,c map. Since this iterate of the tent map maps these subintervals among themselves we can study the dynamics of the tent map restricted to these subintervals by studying the "dynamics" of a sequence of g b,c maps on the interval. It follows that by examining sequences of g b,c maps we can directly learn about the subcontinua of the inverse limit generated by these tent maps.
By a continuum we mean a compact, connected, subset of a metric space, and by a mapping we mean a continuous function. If X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , . . . is a sequence of metric spaces (called factor spaces) and f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , . . . is a sequence of mappings (called bonding maps) such that, for each i ∈ N, f i : X i+1 → X i then by the inverse limit of the inverse limit sequence {X i , f i } we mean the subset of the product space, i∈N X i , to which the point (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . .) belongs if and only if f i (x i+1 ) = x i . We denote the inverse limit of the inverse sequence {X i , f i } by lim ← X i , f i , and we denote the projection mapping from i∈N X i to X i by π i where π i (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , . . .) = x i . Often it will be convenient to consider, for j > 1, the map f
, where π is the projection mapping. A continuum is decomposable if it is the union of two of its proper subcontinua, and it is indecomposable otherwise. An inverse sequence, {X i , f i } is said to satisfy the twopass condition provided that for each positive integer i whenever A i+1 and B i+1 are
The following theorems are well-known (see [7] The fact that each of these maps share the same fixed point makes determining when they give rise to an indecomposable inverse limit easier. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that for every
Since this is a singleton we will abuse the notation in the future and just write f 
Since this is true for any j ∈ N, A = X. Either way, one of A or B cannot be a proper subcontinuum of X, so X is indecomposable. ✷ However the converse to Theorem 2.2 is not true. x -curves, [6] . He went on to show that for 1 2−c b < c 2 − c + 1, the inverse limit generated by the map g b,c contains an indecomposable subcontinuum. A way to examine the structure of subcontinua of an inverse limit is to examine the inverse limit generated by certain cores of iterates of the bonding map. When considering inverse limits generated by sequences of functions, these composites contain "cores" which are sequences of g b,c maps where the critical points vary. So in order to understand the structure of subcontinua of these inverse limits, one must first understand the structure of inverse limits of sequences of g b,c maps with varying critical points. See Fig. 2 . Now consider the two proper subcontinua whose union is the inverse limit. By looking at the composition of f 2i with f 2i+1 we can see that f 2i−1 • f 2i restricted to [0, 2/3] gives rise to an inverse limit homeomorphic with the inverse limit induced by the full tent map, and so the inverse limit on this subinterval is a B-J-K continuum. Now f 2i−1 • f 2i restricted to [2/3, 1] limits to a function that is uniformly 1 on [ ]. By a theorem in [3] the inverse limit on the Y i 's is a ray winding onto the inverse limit generated by the By definition, any point in the inverse limit must have its projection in all of those intervals, and the intersection of those intervals is a singleton, {1}. So the inverse limit on [ This example demonstrates one of the key differences between inverse limits generated by a single g b,c map and inverse limits generated by sequences of g b,c maps. With a fixed bonding map, subcontinua generated by cores of composites of the map are homeomorphic, via the shift-homeomorphism or the appropriate iterate of the shift-homeomorphism. But, as the previous example shows, when using a sequence of g b,c maps these subcontinua need not be pairwise homeomorphic. In fact it is easy to construct any continuum that is obtainable as an inverse limit on single g b,c map as a subcontinuum of an inverse limit on a non-constant sequence of maps.
Sequences of g b,c maps with varying critical points
Now we present some sufficient conditions for sequences of g b,c maps with varying critical points to give rise to indecomposable inverse limits. Before presenting sufficient conditions for sequences of these maps to give rise to indecomposable inverse limits, we must define a few sequences of points. 
, and inductively define
. This gives rise to two sequences
. Let A i be the set of all points between a i and b i .
, and 
, by the previous lemma. In the first case we have
i+n , by the fact that f is order-reversing on [ c, 1] and the previous lemma. Similarly we can see that a n = f −1 (a n−1 )
, by the fact that f is order-reversing on [ c, 1] and the previous lemma. Similarly we can see that
i+n ∈ A n . This establishes the lemma. ✷ We can use these lemmas to give sufficient conditions that a sequence of maps meets the two-pass condition.
Theorem 3.2. If, for infinitely many
∈ N, then we will have shown that there is a subsequence of maps that meets the two-pass condition, so by the Subsequence Theorem (Theorem 1.2), the inverse limit would be indecomposable. Let i ∈ N. 
Conclusion
In [3] , Ingram showed that if b < p, the fixed point for a specific g b,c map, then the inverse limit using this as a single bonding map is indecomposable, and if b p then the inverse limit is decomposable. The division between indecomposability and decomposability is not quite so stark when one considers sequences of these functions.
